MX-450 | HANDHELD REMOTE

Programmable IR/RF Remote Control with 2” LCD

OVERVIEW

Standalone programmable handheld remote provides single-room IR control – TV, A/V components, cable and satellite boxes. It is ideal for smaller home theater installations and basic A/V control in kitchens and bedrooms. The 2” LCD screen displays up to 18 devices (three pages, six devices per page) plus 48 favorite channels. When used with a compatible Complete Control base station, the MX-450 controls integrated entertainment components through walls and cabinet doors, or even from outside. There is no need to point the remote control at the components or even be in the same room.

• Handheld remote with 2” color LCD
• Displays up to six buttons per screen
• Ergonomic design with backlit hard button keypad
• Delivers single-room, one-way control of IR devices
• Controls A/V through walls and cabinet doors, or from outside - compatible base station required
• No need to point remote at components or be in the same room
• Operates on standard AA alkaline batteries

HIGHLIGHTS

Macro Editing
Simple on-screen macro editing – no computer required

IR
Range 30-50 feet, frequency 15 kHz to 460 kHz

RF
Range 50-100 feet, frequency 418 MHz

PC Software
Allows dealer to update IR library and archive program files onto computer

SPECIFICATIONS

SKU
MX-450, UPC 656787-204508

System
Standalone remote control - Professional programming required

In the Box
Handheld remote, four AA alkaline batteries

Dimensions
2.25” W x 8” H x 1.25” D

Weight
9 oz. with batteries

Warranty
1 year limited USA warranty